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1. Summary 

This decision addresses the application of Southern California Edison 

Company (Edison) requesting that the Comnllssion approve as reasonable the 

package of settlements it has achieved with certain bidders in the BielUlial 

Resource Plan Update (Update) auction. The cost of the total settlement package 

is $92,142,163 (1997 net present value (NPV». Based on the record, we find that 

the settlement package is reasonable. Therefore, we approve this application. 

2. Background 

2.1. The Update 

In this application, Edison requests approval of a $92.142 million 

(1997 NPV) settlement package containing 10 settlements it has reached with 

certain bIdders in Edison's Update auction. 

In order to place this application in context, we set forth a brief 

sumn\ary of the Update. On July 7, 1989, the Commission issued Order 
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Instituting Investigation 89-07-004, whkh officially established the Update 

proceeding as the forum for addressing issues related to long-run avoided cost 

and resource plamling and acquisition. The COJ\ul1ission issued various interim 

opinions which (1) adopted the ternlS of the Final Standard OUer 4 (FS04) 

contract; (2) valued the environmental/actors to be accounted for in evaluating 

new resource additions; and (3) determined the portion of cost-eUective resource 

additions to be con\petitively solicited (rom a class of rtonutility energy 

producers called qualifying facilities (QFs).1 

On August 11, 1993, Edison commenced its solicitation in the Update 

in compliance with our orders. On Oecenlber 9, 1993, Edison suspended the 

solicitation, informed the Commission of unanticipated bidding strategies, and 

reargued the wisdonl of a number of poticy implementation methods we had 

previously determined (e.g., second price auctionJ renewable set-aside). In June 

1994, we issued Decision (D.) 94-06-047, which modified portions of the FS04 to 

address unanticipated bidding strategies and recol11menced the solicitation 

schedule. The COlli.misslon later stayed 0.94-06-047 on its own motion in 

0.94-10-039. 

A number of parties filed applications for rehearing. These 

pleadings culminated in 0.94-12-051, which denied, ill fer alial an application by 

Edison for rehearing of 0.94-06-047, but granted a limited rehearing at the 

request of Flowind Corporation in order to review and determine the as-available 

wind bidders. The Commission also lifted the stay it issued in 0.94·10-039, and 

required Edison to negotiate additional terms and to subnlit FSOt contracts to 

t A QF is a small power producer or cogcnerator that meets federal guidelines and 
thereby qualifies to supply gener~ting capacity and electric energy to electric utilities. 
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the Commission lor approva1 by a(ivice letter filing. Edison did not subJnit any 

executed FS04 contracts, but submitted proposed settlements with five bidders 

whom Edison had designated as "winning bidders" pursuant to procedures 

delineated in various Update decisions. 

Following the Conlmission's issuance of 0.94-12-051, Edison and 

San Diego Gas & Electric Company (SDG&E) filed petitions for enforcenlent with 

the Federal Energy Regulatory Conunission (FERC) challenging the 

commission's reinstatement of the SOlicitation, and seeking to enjoin the 

implementation of our orders and to be relieved lrom having to enter into 

COl\tracts with the bidders designated as "witlning bidders." 

On February ~3, 1995, FERC issued art Order all Pelilhms for 

Enforcemellt Action Pu rslltlll I 10 Section 210(11) oj PURPA in Docket 

Nos. EL95-16-000 and EL95-19-000 (February 23 PERC Order).~ FERC ruled that 

this Conullisskm's implementation of the Update violated PURPA and FERC's 

inlplementing regulations because this Commission did not consider al1 sources 

of electric capacity in settitlg avoided cost prices. The FERC concluded: 

"Because the Califol11ia Conullission's procedure was 
unlawful under IJURPA, Edison and San Diego cannot 
lawfully be compelled to enter into contracts resulting from 
that procedure. At this juncture, there are no executed 
contracts. However, in order to avoid parties spending 
further time and resources in pursuing contracts that would 
be unlawful under PURPA, we believe it would be 

2 PURPA is the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978. The utilities filed their 
petition for enforcement pursuant to Section 210 of PURPA, 16 U.S.C. § 824a-3(h) (1988). 
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appropriate for the California Commission to stay its 
requirements directing Edison and San Diego to purchase 
pending the outcome of further administrative procedures in 
accordance with PURPA. We also encourage the utilities and 
QFs to reach a settlement that would be consistent with 
PURPA." (February 23 FERC Order, slip op. at pp. 26-27.) 

The February 23 PERC Order precipitated the filing of various 

Illotions to stay the Update. On Match 7, 1995, the Assigned ComnlissioI'ler 

issued an interinl stay of the Update auction and called for comments on (our 

alternative actions that the Commission Jllight take. On March 16, 1995, the (ull 

C6nlmissioll, on its own motion, extended the interim stay in 0.95-03-019,59 

CPUC2d 52. \Ve issued this interim stay "itl order to pernlit additional time to 

assess the impact of the PERC order on the Update proceeding and to review the 

Conllilission's legaJ and polky options. A stay will also suspend the deadlines 

for the signing of contracts by the utilities and will avoid what may be the 

needless expenditure of time and resources by the parties and the Commission in 

order to resolve the reheating issues in this proceeding.1I (59 CPUC2d at 53.) 

TIle Conunission and numerous parties filed requests (or rehearing 

or clarification of the February 23 PERC Order. FERC issued a nolice stating its 

intent to tr~at these requests for rehearing as motions for rC(onsideration. FERC 

issued its Order 011 Requests for Recollsideration on June 2, 1995. In that order, 

PERC upheld the February 23 PERC Order. 

On July 5, 1995, the Assigned Commissioner issued a ruling 

Ouly ACR) which is discussed more (uUy below. The July ACR memorialized the 

public discussion among Commissioners at the June 21, 1995 nleeting, and slaled 

that the Commission was unanimous in finding settlement the n\ost appropriate 

next step in the Update proceeding, as long as ratepayer interests were advanced 
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and protected by the settlements. Ouly ACR, slip op. at p. 7.}1 The July ACR set 

forth criteria by which the Conmlission would evaluate settlements with bidders, 

and directed each utility to file a single application containing all the settlement 

agreements it wishes the Commission to approve. (Id. at p. 11.) 

2.2. This Application 

On May 9,1997, Edison (iled this application seeking approval of a 

settlement package containing 10 settlements it has reached with bidders Edison 

desigtlated as "winning bidders," subject to the outconle of certain judicial and 

regulatory proceedings challenging the legality of the Update. The total amount 

of the settlements is $92~142 million (1997 NPV). Edison'sfiling included SCE-I, 

copies of the settlement agreements; SCE-2, the prepared testimony of Janet 

Pasker, setting forth an overview of the settlement process and why Edison 

believes the package as a Whole is reasonable and should be approved; and SCE-

3, the prepared testimony of Dr. Richard B. Davis and David Schiada, setting 

forth Edison's detailed analysis of custon\er benefits:' 

3 Ina clear exercise of authority conferred by Article 12, Section 2 of the California 
Constitution, the COlluuission voted unanimously at the June 21, 1995 meeting to 
delegate to the Assigned Commissioner the task of memorializing their public 
discussion so that it might provide guidance to the settling parties. Ouly ACR, slip Opt 
at p. 1·2.) First enacted by the people in 1879, that portion of the Constitution provides 
that: " ... Any comn,lssioner as designated by the commission nlay hold a hearing or 
investigation or issue an order subject to commission approvaL" 

.. Some of the dates set forth in the settlement agreements in SCE·1 have expired on 
thdr own terms. However, in pleadings, parties have stated or implied that these dates 
have been extended so that the settlen\ents would be efftXtive upon the Conunission's 
al)proval thereof. We address this Clpplicalion under the assun\ption that al1 rdevant 
dates in the seUlen,ent have been extended so that the settlement agreen\cnts will 
become effectiVe upon the Comr'l\issior'l's approval thereof. H this assumption is 
incorrect, we do not approve the settlement package. 
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Edison also filed a motion (or protective order with its application, 

seeking to protect portions of its application and prepared testimony. The Office 

of Ratepayer Advocates (ORA) filed a protest to Edison's application, as well as 

an opposition to Edison's Illotion for protective order. Two losing wind bIdders, 

CalWind Resources, Incorporated (CaIWind) and Windland Incorporated 

(\Vindland) jointly filed a protest. Cal \Vind/\Vindland, together with Flowind 

Corporation, jointly filed an opposition to Edison's motion for protective order. 

Geo-Energy Partners-1983 Ltd. (Ceo), which did not bid in the Update auction, 

also filed an opposition to Edison's motion (or protective order. Various bidders 

with whc)n\ Edison settledliled responses or replies to the protests, or 

oppositions to the protective orders. 

Mammoth POWer Associates, LP (~fammoth), a bidder which settled 

with Edison, also filed amotion for protective order with respect to Man\n\oth's 

financial results and projections which are contained in the application. Geo 

responded to this motion. 

On February 17, 1998, Edison and ORA filed a joint motion seeking 

Commission approv<'11 of a stipulation pursuant to which: (1) Edison would 

disclose additional portions of the settlement agreements, but still would omit 

reference to the an\ount ot the individual settlement payment agreed to by the 

settling parties; (2) Edison would disclose the aggregate amount of the settlement 

payments; (3) Edison would provide a nonpublic version ot the application and 

exhibits to the Utility Reform Network (TURN), which could protest the 

application within 30 days of receipt of the nonpublic version; and (4) ORA 

would withdraw its opposition to Edison's motion {or protective order. 

CaI\Vind/\Vindland and Geo opposed this motion. TURN subsequently filed a 

protest to the appJicatiOll, to which Edison, SOG&E, and certain settling bidders 

replied. 
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On l\farch 27, the Assigned Commissioner and Administrative Law 

Judge (ALJ) held a prehearing conference. A May 28 Joint Assigned 

Commissioner and ALJ ruling (May 28 Ruling) granted Edison's protective order 

motion as amended by the stipulation as n\ore (ully set forth in the May 28 

Ruling. The ruling also determined that hearings were not necessary, but called 

for [urther briefing. The l\1ay 28 Ruling determined that this proceeding is not 

subject to the rules implen\enHng the r~ently enacted Senate Bill 960, since the 

application was filed in 1997 and no hearings are necessary. We affirm the May 

28 Ruling in all respects. 

The l\fay 28 Ruling called for briefing on the (ollowing issues: 

"1. Are the settlements included in the application, when 
reviewed as a package, reasonable? 

"2. What are the appropriate criteria to use to determine 
reasonableness? 

113. Assutl\ing the Commission approves the settlements, what 
should be the source of the funds to pay (or the 
settlements? In response to this question, parties should 
address, arnong other things} the interplay behveel\ various 
sections of the PU [Public Utilities] Code which relate to 
this issue including but not limited to: 

a) PU Code § 367(a)(3), which states that costs 
associated with contracts approved by the 
Conunission to settle issues associated with the 
Bielu,ial Resource Plan Update may be collected 
through l\farch 31, 2002; provided that only 80 
percent of the balance o( the costs remaining after 
December 31, 2001, shall be eligible for recoverYi 

b) PU Code § 381 (c)(5), stating that up to $90 million of 
the amount collected pursuant to § 381(d) may be 
used to resolve outstanding issues related to the 
Update for EdisoJ'li and 
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c) PU Code § 381(d) which speaks to a $540 million 
payn\ent for public purpose progranlS. 

-4. Should the Commission grant all other reHef requested by 
Edison's application? \Vhy or why not?" (May 28 Ruling at 
pp.12-13.) 

The following parties filed opening or reply briefs: Edisonj ORA; 

TURN; and various bidders with whom Edison has settled (settling bidders).s In 

addition} the following settling bidders also filed individual supplemental briefs: 

KENETECH \Vindpower, Inc" Oxbow, and Seawest. 

Cal Wind and \Vindland also filed briefs and subsequently each 

made a motion to withdraw its protests and pleadings opposing the application. 

CalWind and Wind land each state that they have seltled with the bidders with 

whom Edison has settled} and as a resultJ now fuHy support Edison's application. 

CalWind and \Vindland also state that they have agreed that if the Con\mission 

issues an order approving the Edison application in its entirety and without 

modification} they will release all dain\s they may have against EdisonJ the 

settling bidders and SDG&E in this application, in SDG&EJs application 

(A.) 97-10-081), and in the Update proceeding. CalWind and Windland do not 

request Con\ll\ission approval of their settlcn\cnts, 1\6r do they provide the 

specific terms thereof. As a result of these filings} Zond moved to withdraw its 

supplemental pleading. 'rYe grant the separate motions of CalWind, Windland, 

and Zond to withdraw their respective pleadings. 

S The (ollowing settling bidders filed a joint brief: Kelso \Vindpower Partnersl, L.P.; 
Bowerman Renewable Power Partners and Olinda Renewable Power Parlners, L.P.; 
Zond Systems, Inc. (Zond); U.S. Gene-rating Compan}'; Oxbow Power Company 
(Oxbow); Seawest Energ}' Corporation and TOYo Power Corporation (Sc,w/esl)i Magma 
Generating Company 11; BTl Chino, Inc.; ami Mammouth Power Associates, L.P. 
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2.3. Parties' Positions 

2.3.1. Edison 

Edison's seUlen\ent package reflects two approaches: options 

and bid withdrawal agreements. The option agreements give Edison the option 

to buy more than 393.6 n'legawatts (effective MW) of additional alternative and 

renewable resources pursuant to various terms, rates and conditions. The bid 

withdrawal agreements provide for the bidders to be paid sums in lieu of 292.8 

MW of Update contracts. The total cost of the settlements is $92,142,163.00 (1997 

NPV). 

Edison states that customer benefits total $1.169 billion (1997 

NPV), when the settlements are con'lpared with the (osts ratepayers would have 

had to pay if the FS04 contracts were entered into and 'fulfilled for their Whole 

term. Edison estimates that the FS04 costs, net of replaCemellt power, and 

including transmission are $1/261 billion.6 

The settlement approaches, as allocated among Edison's 10 

winning bidders, are reflected in Table 1. Table 2 sumnlarizes what Edison states 

are the ratepayer benefits provided by the settlement according to Edison's 

median case. (The settlement amount for each bidder is not disclosed in this 

decision, since that specific infonnatioll is under a protective order.) 

6 Edison states that its economic analysis of the settlement is based On its replacement 
price (orecast in place during the time the settlements were being negotiated. In March 
1997, Edison adopted a new replacement price forecast, and states that the customer 
savings under the settlements are slightly greater under the March 1997 forecast. 
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TABLE 1 - SETILEMENT APPROACH BY BIDDER 

BIDDER UPDATHCAPACITY SETTLEft..1ENT TYPE 
(EFFECfIVE MW) 

BOWERMAN/OLINOA 14.594 BID \VITHDRAWAL 

BTl CHINO 3 BID WITHDRAWAL 

KENETECH 99 BID WJlliDRAWAL 

MAGMA 68.886 BID WIlliORAWAL 

MA~iMOTH Po\\rER 21.78 BIDWIlliORAWAL 

OXBOW 22 OPTION 

ROSEBUD 2 BIDWITHORA W AL 

SEA\VFST 60.4 BID WIlliDRA\VAL 

U.S.GEN 371.6 OPTION 

ZOND 23.14 BID \VI1TIORA\VAL 

TOTAL 686.4 

TABLE 2 • EDISON'S SUMMARY OF UPDATE SEITLEMENT BENEFITS 

FS04 COSTS INCLUDING EDISON'S PROPOSED 
TRANSMISSION (NET OF SETTLEMENT 
REPLACEMENT POWER) PAYMENTS 

$1/~61,512/310 
(total, 1997 NPV) 

$92/142,163 
(total/ 1997 NPV) 
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Edison believes that the settlements, as a package, are 

reasonable and that this Comn\ission should approve them. In reliance on 

criteria this Commission set forth in Re Pacific Gas and Electric Company, D.SS-12-

083,30 CPUC2d 189 (Diablo CIlIlYOll), Edison believes that a settlenlent's 

reasonableness can be determined by the relationship of the amount agreed upon 

to the risk of obtaining the desired result. Edison believes Diablo Canyon 

precludes a strict probability analysis of the chance of each party prevailing in 

order to determine risk. Rather, Edison believes that the Conm1ission should 

ascertain whether the total settlement amounts adequately account lor the 

relative strengths of the parties' cases. Edison believes that the coned 

perspective from which the Commission should evaluate the settlements is 

whether the package is reasonable in light oC the risks knOWJ, to the parties at the 

time the settlements ,'Jere entered into, and not as they presently exist. 

Edison also states that, in settlement negotiations, it took into 

account the effect of the enactment of Assembly Bill (All) 1890. This led Edison 

to renegotiate three settlements in February and March 1997. After the 

enactment of AB 1890, Edison questioned whether it was reasonable to go 

through with the bul1d~out settlements (the construction and operation of new 

QF renewable projects), which would have required Edison to purchase power 

under long· term fixed prke power purchase contracts. Edison also states that the 

payments under the build·oul settlements were expected to be above·market for 

a number of years beyond ?\1arch 31, 2002, the date All 1890 establishes as the 

cut·off (or competition transition cost recovery related to the Update settlements. 

Some settlements also required QF production as early as December 1997, beCore 

the Commission might address this application. Therefore, Edison renegotiated 

these build·out settlements into bid withdrawal agreements. Edison slcltcs that 
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this renegotiation has resulted in $23.3 m.iUion (1997 NPV) in additional customer 

savings. 

Edison believes that the $92 million aggregate settlement 

amount is consistent with an analysis of the n)easure of risk of an adverse result. 

Edison explains that b~ause the settlenlents were negotiated over time, the 

resulting package fairly refleds the evolutioIl of the Update proceeding from one 

in which the execution of FS04 contracts appeared to be certabl to one of far less 

certainty. Edison also believes that a settlement amount which represents less 

than 10% of the total exposure in this case appropriately reflects the diminishing 

likelihood over time of an adverse result for Edison and its ratepayers. Edison 

states that if it had held out for settlements based solely on reasonable bid 

preparation or reliance costs, that it would not have been able to achieve the 

settlement package. 

Edison also believes that the settlement package is consistent 

with the July ACR because, if adopted, it will bring an immediate and permanent 

end to litigation flowing from the Update auction in any agency or court. Edison 

believes the two option contracts originally addressed the Commission's desire 

stated in the July ACR to see projects built and operated in furtherance of 

statutory resource procurement n).mdates. 

2.3.2. The Settling Bidders 

The settling bidders also believe the settlement package is 

reasonable and should be approved. These bidders believe that the settlement 

package avoids what they characterize as lengthy and contentious litigation (or 

all parties. They also believe that the aggregate settlement amounls fan within a 

range of likely outcomes (between the settling bidders receiving nothing and 

their receiving 100% of their expectation interest in a 1<"S04 contract). TIley argue 
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that in that context, a seUlenlent figure of about $92 million, which is less than 8 

cents on the dollar, is reasonable. 

They also believe the settlement meets the criteria of the July 

ACR because, in addition to eliminating litigation, the settlement package 

contains option provisions. Although the settling bidders state that it is currently 

unclear whether and in what dtcumstances Edison would wish to exercise that 

option, the fact that it exists provides Edison and its ratepayers valuable 

insurance to protfft against (uture uncertainty in the generation market. These 

bidders do not believe that reliance costs should be the only criteria to determine 

the reasonableness of the buyouts, because many QFs would not have settled for 

reliance costs and, thus, Edison could not have obtained a settlement package to 

present to the Conuuission. 

2.3.3. ORA 

ORA strongly opposes the settlement package. ORA believes 

that the settlement amount is excessively high, and that Edison and the settling 

bidders have not described any scenario under which they could compel Edison 

to enter into FSOl contracts. ORA believes that the July ACR limited buy-out 

settlements to reasonable bid preparation and reliance costs, and that Edison 

negotiated buyout seUlen\cnls without making any effort on behalf of ratepayers 

to limit settlement paynlcnts to the reliance interests of the seWing bidders. ORA 

also points out that Edison did not attempt to renegotiate the five settlements it 

entered into prior to the issuance of the July AeR. 

ORA believes that in order lor the Commission to determine 

the reasonableness of the settlement, it should consider the likelihood of the 

success of the litigation that would result in mandating Edison to enter into FS04 

contracts. Acconting to ORA, only then can the Commission assess the 

settlement amount in relation to the parties' risk in obtaining the desired result. 
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ORA presents a legal analysis which it states demonstrates an extremely low 

likelihood of the settling bidders possessing contractual rights. 

ORA also believes that the option component of the settlement 

package adds no value from the ratepayers perspective given the status of 

electric industry restructuring. ORA states that in the Con\mission's Preferred 

Policy Decision, D.95-12·063, as modified by 0.96-01-009, slip op. at p. 51, Edison 

is required to obtain its energy needs from the Power Exchange and to bid a11 the 

power Edison generates into the Exchange. According to ORA, the exercise of the 

option agreement would violate the Commission's policy mandate because 

Edison would purchase less energy from the Exchange, and could pOtentially 

compete in the direct access market with ratepayer-subsidized option contracts. 

ORA also states that Edison has not offered any testintony on the current value of 

the options. 

ORA slates that it attempted to analyze the settlement 

amounts in comparison to the bidders' reliance interest. However, Edison did 

not possess reliance cost information and the settling bidders did not quantify 

such costs because they believed the Juty ACR did not require such a settlen\ent. 

~1eanwhile, SDG&E li1ed A.97-10-0Bl which contained seltleu\ents with three 

settling bidders, two of whom (Sea\\'est and Magma) are also settling bidders in 

this Edison application. ORA states that it was able to obtah, information 

regarding reasonable bid preparation and reliance costs (or SDG&E bidders, as 

memorialized in the publicly released SDG&H settlement amounts of $5.095 

million for lOS MW. As part of the compromise on the dispute regarding 

whether ORA could compel the settling bidders to provide reliance cost data for 

their Edison bids, ORA} Edison, and the settling bidders agreed to allow ORA to 

use the publicly released, aggregated SDG&Esettlement amounts as evidence in 

this proceeding. 
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According to ORA's computations, SDG&E's settlements total 

about $47,OOO/l\fW (or the capacity senled. ORA states that if Edison had settled 

its 686.39 M\V of e((ective capacity at a similar leveJ, the aggregate settlement 

an\ount would have been about $32.4 miJIion instead of $92.1Iuillion, saving 

about $60 nli1lion, and that SDG&E settled (or about 35% of the amount of 

Edison. ORA observes that certain of the SDG&E settlements escalate according 

to certain n,ark~t interest rates until the Commission approves th~m. ORA states 

that, even with the escalation, SDG&E settled at appro)(imately 40% of the cost of 

Edison's settlements. Even though this comparison is riot perfect, ORA believes 

it is an appropriate approximation, and could resolve the proceedings more 

quickly than arguing whether or not the settling bidders should provide their bid 

preparation and reliance cost information. 

ORA also states that the SDG&E settlen,ents are an 

appropriate range to represent fairly the range of the Edison settlements, since 

the SDG&E benchmark is derived fron) an aggregate of three settlements ranging 

(rom 1.25 l\f\V to 94 MW, while the Edison settlements (with the exception of U.S. 

GeneratiIlg Company which comprises 371 M\V) range iron, 2 MW to 99 l\1\V. 

ORA also believes that on a dollars/MW basis, settlements of a greater amount of 

MW should cost less than settlements of smaller amounts of capacity because 

there are similar fixed costs common to each bid. 

2.3.4. TURN 

TURN also strongly opposes the settlement and believes that 

the criteria to determine reasonableness of the settlements should be those set 

forth in the July ACR. TURN believes the Commission should reject the 

seUlen\ents because Edison has not demonstrated the settlements' reasonableness 

in light of the substantial risks that the bidders would not (ully perform under 

the FSOl contracts. TURN believes that implementing the auction is highly 
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unrealistic in view of the Conmllssion's recent attempts to implement a 

competitive generation markett as well as the fact that a federal court would in aU 

likelihood follow PERes advisory opinion. TURN believes although the 

Commission has recognized that risk cannot and need not be quantilied with 

precision to approve a settlement as reasonable in some cases, the prior 

Comn'lissiol\ cases cited by EdisOll and the settling bidders addressed settlements 

where an advocate of ratepayer interests supported the settlement, which is not 

the case here. Thus, TuRN believes that the appropriate criteria for determinitlg 

the reasonableness 6f the settlements are reliance costs, as set forth in the July 

AeR. 

3. Discussion 

3.1. The July ACR 

The July ACR memorialized the goals and objectives of the 

settlement process which the Commission unal\imously encour"ged at its 

June 21, 1995 meeting. 

"First, each seUlen\ent should eliminate litigation - in any 
agency or court - flowing fron\ the auction. Additionally, the 
settlements each utility reaches with individual bidders, 
should, when considered as a package, (1) achieve the 
resource procurement statutory mandates, including 
mandates (or diversity provided by renewable resourceSi 
(2) add capacity which lowers the operating cost of the systern; 
(3) add capacity which n\ccts reliabHily needs, if such a J\eed 
has been identified.1I (July ACR, slip op. at pp. 7·8.) 

The July ACR also nlemorialized a number of seuten\ent options 

(without intel\ding to make an exclusive list), such as "the option," "lhe buyout,u 

and lithe contract." (/d. at p. 8.) The July ACR r~ognized that FERC also 

encouraged the utilities and the Ql1s to achieve settlements consistent with 
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PURPA. However, it cautioned that that the Commission did not encourage 

settlements at all costs: 

liThe surest way to achieve settlement would be to assure 
parties that any costs of settlen\ent would be fully recovered 
(rom ratepayers so that QFs merely needed to tell utilities how 
large a check to write. We are decidedly not encouraging such 
settlement, nor are we preapproving recovery of settlement 
cosls. Commissioner Conlon said it best during our public 
discussion: we want to see value received (or payment 
given.1I (Id. at p. 9) 

In the July ACR, v-Ie defined (1) lithe option" as a settlement which 

forms a contract that provides the utility an option to have additional capacity 

built at a future time; (2) ~/the buyout" as a settlement which makes an otherwise 

winning bidder whole for reasonable bid preparation or reliance costs; and 

(3) lithe contract" as an agreernent between a winning bidder and the utility to 

sign an FS04, or n'lodiHed FS04. (Id. at p.S.). The Assigned Commissioner 

elaborated that he would view with disfavor buyout contracts which pay QFs 

more than their bid preparation or reliance interest. "This means that I will not 

look with favor 01\ buyout agreements which seck to go beyond the rccoupment 

of a reliance interest to apprOXimate an expectation interest. The reason is plain: 

in a buyout strategy ratepayers will not gain the advantage o( capacity 

additions." (Id.) 

As stated above, the July ACR memorialized the goals and objectives 

of the settlement process, and a number of settlement options which the 

COIllmission unanimously encouraged at its July 21, 1995 meeting. Thus, it 

carries more weight than an individual ACR expressing the views of onl}' one 

member of lhe Commission. 
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3.2. Reasonableness of the Settlements 

This application presents settlements which are not "all-party" 

settlenlents, because ORA and TURN strongly oppose them. Therefore, we 

review the settlements pursuant to Rule 51.1(e) of the Commission's Rules of 

Practice and Procedure which provides that, prior to approval, the Commission 

must find a settlement "reasonable in light of the whole rerordl consistent with 

the law, and iI\ the pubJic interest/' 

Based on this record, we find that the settlement package is 

reasonable and is in the public interest, and therefore approve it. 

Edison and the settling bidders argue that the settlement package is 

reasonable because it Ineets the criteria this Conumssion enunciated in Diablo 

CflIJYOIl and because Edison entered into many of the seUlen'ents before the FERC 

ruling when the probability of the Conunission going forward with the Update 

proceeding was greater. ORA and TURN also reference the Diablo Canyon 

criteria, but believe that the application has not satisfied these criteria, and 

believe that the scttlenients' reasonableness should be detern\ined at the time of 

the issuance of the July AeR. 

In DiaMo CanyolI, the Commission analogized the settlement 

principles applicable in class actions, because DiaMo OlUYOIl involved the 

settlement of numerous claims of sinlilarly situated protestants, and all of 

PG&E's customers. This case also involves the settlement of numerous claims of 

similarly situated bidders, and Edison's ratepayers. 

In Diablo Canyoll, we stated that the standard used by the courts in 

their review of proposed class action settlements is whether the class action 

settlement is fundamentally fair, adequate, and reasonable. (30 CPUC2d at 222.) 

\Ve thereafter quoted with approval Proposed Rule 51.l(e} of our Rules of 

Practice and Procedure, which is now a final rule. As stated above, Rule 51.1 (e) 
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provides that this Commission will not approve a settlement unless the 

"settlement js reasonable in light of the whole record, consistent with the law, 

and in the public interest." 

We then set forth various factors a court would use to dch:rn'\ine 

reasonableness. 

IIln order to determine whether the settlement is fair, 
adequate, and reasonable, the court will balance various 
factors which may include some or aU of the following: the 
strength of the applicantis case; the risk, expense, complexity, 
and likely duration of further litigation; the amount offered in 
settlen\entj the extent to which discovery has been completed 
So that the opposing parties can gauge the strength and 
weakness of all partiesj the stage of the proceedings; the 
experiell.ce and views of counse)j the presence of a 
governiltental participanti and the reaction of the class 
members to the ploposed settlement./I (Id.) 

We also stated that the "most important element in determining the 

fairness of a settlement is the relationship of the amount agreed upon to the risk 

of obtaining the desired result.1I (30 CPUC2d at p. 267.) However, we cautioned 

that risk is not measured by the amount in controversy, but by the relative 

strengths of each parly's case. 

" ... Although the an\ount in controversy, $4.4 billion, is great, 
that in itsell does not measure the risk. The measure is the 
relative strength of each party's case. 

"Risk, in the context of a settlement approval, need not be 
measured with precision, nor can it, without an opportunity to 
see and hear witnesses and cross~exall\ine then' in the 
underlying action. But if risk cannot be measured precisely in 
this instance, still it must be measured. To that end, we 
believe it sufficient to analyze the risks involved in going to 
trial on the two major issues of this case: the Hosgri Fault 
discovery and the J)\irror hnage error." (/d.) 
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Because the individual settlements were entered into over time, it is 

necessary to determine from what timeframe we conduct our assessment of the 

settlement package's reasonableness. ORA urges that we assess reasonableness 

at the time the July ACR issued and not before. However, Edison reached 

seUlen\enls with nlost of the settling bidders prior to the July ACR's issuance. 

\Ve therefore believe it is appropriate to assess the reasonableness of the 

settlement package based on the facts Edison knew or should have known at the 

time it entered into the settlements. This is consistent with the approach the 

Commission has taken in reviewing a utility's actions for reasonableness. (See 

e.g., D.88-10-032, 29 CPUC2d 415,428.) 

Diablo Omyoll recognizes that some factors the court will balance 

when assessing the settlements' reasonableness include the expense, complexity, 

and likely duration of further litigation. If Edison and some of the settling 

bidders did not initiate settlement discussions in late 1994, and execute the 

settlement agreements shortly thereafter, further litigation in federal and state 

court at that time and immediately (ollowing }'ERC's l'ebruary 23 Order could 

have been expensive, complex, and lengthy. Thusl this settlement package 

reduced this possibility for all parties which could have been involved in such 

potential Iitigatioll. 

In addressing DiaMo Canyoll's "most important" element in 

determining the fairness of a settlement - the relationship of the amount agreed 

upon to the risk of obtaining the desired result - we believe that this settlement 

package is r('asonable in light of the risks known to the parties at the time the 

settlements were entered intol and not necessarily as the risks presently exist. 

For example, Edison began its negotiations with some of the settling bidders 

prior to the issuance of FERCJs February 23 Order, when the probability of the 

Commission going (ol\\'ard with the Update was greater. Even after the issuance 
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of the February 23 FERC Order, the Commission itself filed a request for 

rehearing, and it was not until June 2, 1995 that FERC denied all such requests. 

Approximately one month later, in July 1995, the Assigned Conm\issioner issued 

the July ACR encouraging settlement as the 11\0st appropriate next step. Because 

the settlements were negotiated over time, the resulting settlement package fairly 

reflects the evolution of the Update proceeding (ronl one in which the 

Commission going forward with the Update was certain to one of much less 

certainty. 

\Ve also note that the settlenlent package represents less than 10% of 

the total possible eXposure to Edison in this case assuming a worst case scenario. 

This figure is reasonable based on an assessment of risk over the continuum 

discussed above, as opposed to an assessment of risk today. 

The July ACR lnem.orialized the goals and objectives of the 

settlement process, and a number of settlement options which the Commission 

unanimously encouraged at its June 21, 1995 meeting. Thus, it carries n\ore 

weight than an individual ACR expressing the views of only one member of the 

Conunission. 

The July ACR recognized the value to ratepayers in a package of 

settlements that will eliminate the potential for any litigation flowing frofl) the 

Update proceeding. The fact that the settlement package reduces litigation does 

not itself require the conclusion that the amounts are re,1sonable. However, We 

discuss the reasonableness of the an\ount of the seUleo\cnt package above, based 

on the time when each settlement was entered into. 

The July ACR defined the settlement outcome of a "buyout'l as "a 

settlement which makes an otherwise winning bidder whole (or reasonable bid 

preparation costs or reliance costs." Ouly ACR at p.8.) The Assigned 
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Commissioner elaborated in (ootnote 4 on page 9 that he would personally view 

with disfavor buyout contracts which pay QFs more than their bid preparation or 

reliance interest and approximate an expectation interest. ORA argues that 

because of this portion of the July ACR1 no settlement which contains a "buyoutll 

based on any factors other than bid preparation or reliance costs is reasonable. 

While We do not address here ORA's position with respect to 

settlement packages which were negotiated entirely alter the July ACR was 

issued, we do not believe that it is appropriate to so limit Edison's settlen\ent 

package because of the time during which son'le of the settlements were 

negotiated. At the time of the July ACR's issuance, the COffinlission was aware 

that Edison had settled with some bidders with buyout agreements. (See July 

ACR at p. 7.) The Commission did not address those agreements, but rather, 

encouraged settlement as the most appropriate next step. Because the 

Com.mission did not specifically disapprove the agreements at that time, it is 

reasonable that Edison proceeded to attempt to settle with the remaining bidders, 

and when it obtained the full package of seUlen\ents, to present thenl to the 

Commission (or approval. 

. We caution that because of the unique facts of this case, this decision 

should not be used as precedent with respect to the reasonableness of other 

settlements. This is particularly the case with respect to the settlements which 

SOG&E presents to us in A.97-tO-081, or any future settlements which may be 

presented to us between certain bidders and SOG&H or Pacific Gas and Electric 

Compal'ly with respect to their Update solicitations. Because SDG&E's 

settlements were all executed after the February 23 I;ERC Order and the July 

ACR, it is reasonable to assess those settlement's reasonableness from a different 

timefmme. ~10reover, in SDG&E's case, as well as with respect to other potential 

settlements, it may be reasonable to limit the permissible types of "buyout" 
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agreements the Commission finds reasonable to those specifically set (orth in the 

July ACR, as (urther elaborated in footnote 4" since all potential settling parties 

Were clearly on notice of this definition" and no agreement in the settlement 

package presented to the COlnlnission had been negotiated before the issuance of 

the July ACR. 

We therefore: (1) find the seUlen\ent package as a whole to be 

reasonable and Edison's entering into these settlen\ent agreen'lents prudentj 

(2) authorize full r~overy, through Edison's Transition Cost Balancing Account 

(reBA), of payments made by Edison under these settlement agreements, and 

pursuant to any power purchase agreen\ent entered into pursuant to the option 

settlements, subject to Edison's prudent administration of the seUlelnent 

agreements and any power purchase agreen\ent resulting from the prudent 

exercise of an option; and (3) lind these agreements replace all effective 

megawatts in Edison's Update solicitation, and that these agreements shall be in 

lieu o( the Update capacity that would have otherwise have been awarded to 

bidders pursuant to Edison/s Update solicitation. In light of this determination, 

the limited rehearing ordered in 0.94-12-051 should be cancelled with respect to 

Edison and all eflective megawatts in Edison's Update solicitation. 

3.3. Source of Funds for settlement 

The May 28 ruling also requested that the parties brief the issue of 

what is the correct source of funds to pay (or the settlements, and the itHerpJay 

between PU Code § 367 and § 381. 

Section 367(a)(3) provides that costs II associated with contracts 

approved by the comn\ission to settle issues associated with the Biennial 

Resource Plan Update n~ay be collected through March 31, 2002j provided that 

only 80 percent of the balance of the costs renlaining after December 31,2001, 

shall be eligible for recovery." 
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This nleans that the Legislature has clearly delineated that costs 

associated with a Conunission-approved settlement of the Update are 

uneconomic costs as set (orth in PU Code § 367, and are eligible (or recovery as 

transition costs as more specifically set forth in § 367. 

We do not agree with TURN that the Commission, in determining 

the correct source of the funds to pay lor Edison Update settlements, is presented 

with a choice between PU Code § 367 and § 381. Rather, with respect to costs 

associated with Commission-approved Edison Update settlements, § 381 

describes the mechanism whereby 80% of such costs which remain outstanding 

as of December 31, 2001, are to be rffovered during the three-month period set 

forth in § 367(a)(3). 

PU Code § 381 (d) provides: 

"Notwithstanding any other provisions of this chapter, entities 
subject to the jurisdiction of the Public Utilities Commission 
shall extend the period for competition transition charge 
collection up to three n\onths beyond its othenvise applicab1e 
termination of Decenlber 31,2001, so as to ensure that the 
aggregate portion of the research, environmental, and low
income funds allocated to renewable resources shall equal five 
hundred (orly nlillion dollars ($540,000,000) and that the costs 
specified in paragraphs (3), (4), and (5) of subdivision (c) are 
collected." 

PU Code § 38 1 (c)(5) provides: 

"Up to ninety million dollars ($90,000,000) of the amount 
collected pursuant to subdivision (d) may be used to resolve 
outstanding issues related to contractual arrangements in the 
Southern California Edison service territory stemming from 
the Biennial Resource Plan Update auction. Moneys remaining 
after (ully (unding the provisions of this paragraph shall be 
reallocated for purposes of paragraph (3)." 

Thus, read together, § 367(a)(3) and § 381 (c) (5) and (d) provide that 

100% of Edison's COInmission-approved Update settlement costs arc eligible (or 
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transition cost recovery through De<'ember 31,2001, after which 80% of the 

outstanding balance (if any exists) - up to a total of $90 miIJion - is recoverable 

through March 31, 200i (rorn funds ('o]Jected pursuant to § 381(d). 

ORA points out that the priorities established in § 381(c)(3), (4), and 

(5) could result it, Conurtission-approved Update settlements being lully funded 

and the $75 million dedicated to renewables not being funded or not being fully 

funded during the period between Decem~r 31,2001 and March 2()()2. ORA 

suggests that this result might be intompatible with the legislative intent tavoring 

funding of renewables. Edison disagrees with ORA's argument, but agrees that 

§ 381{c)(3), (4), and (5) set up a priority under which Edison's 

Conunlssi01i.-approved Update settlements would be lully funded before the 

addltiotlal $75 million is allocated to rene\vables. The settling bidders believe 

that any recovery of these Update settlement <':osts during the three-month 

extension period should not affect the fun $75 million funding level (or 

renewables. 

\Ve agree with Edison that this priority is expressly set out in § 381, 

thus indicating the Legislature's preference that the Edison Update settlements 

be funded before the additional $75 fnillion Is allocated to renewables. (i.e., 

1I~1oneys ren\aining after funy funding the provisions of this paragraph (which 

addresses settlements concerning Edison's Update auction) shall be reallocated 

for the purposes of paragraph (3)." (PU Code § 381(c)(5).) 

4. Comments to the Draft Decision and Alternate 

Although not required by Public Utilities Code § 311 (d), the draft decision 

of ALJ Econome and Alternate Pages of Assigned Commissioner Conlon were 

mailed to the parties (or comn\ents 01\ Novernbcr 18, 1998, since it Was 

determined that comments withtn the scope of Rule 77.3 may serve the public 

intctest in this case. 
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The following parties filed comments: Edison}, ORA, the Independent 

Energy Producers Association, TURN, and the settling bidders (jointly). 

This alternate decision differs [rom the draft decision and alternate pages 

in that it approves the application without imposing further conditions or 

modifications to the settlement agreements. 

Findings of Fact 

1. In this application, Edison requests approval o[ a $92.142 million (1997 

NPV) settlement package containing 10 settlements it has reached with certain 

bidders in Edison's Update auction. . 

2. Edison's settlement package reflects two approaches: options and bid 

withdrawal agreements. The option agreements give Edison the option to buy 

more than 393.6 megawatts (e((ective M\V) of additional alternative and 

renewable resourCes pursuant to various terJi\S, rates and conditions. The bid 

withdrawal agreements provide {or the bidders to be paid sums in lieu of 292.8 

t-.1\V o( Update contracts. The total cost of the settlements is $92,142,163.00 (1997 

NPV). Edison states that customer benefits total $1.169 billion (1997 NPV), when 

the settlements are compared with the costs ratepayers would have had to pay if 

the FS04 contracts were entered into and {ulfilled (or their whole terms. 

3. 111e July ACR memorialized the goals and objectives of the settlement 

processl and a number o( settlement options which the Commission unanimously 

encouraged at its July 21, 1995 meeting. Thus, it carries nlore weight than an 

individual ACR expressing the views of only one mel'nber of the Con\mission. 

4. \Ve assess the reasonableness of the settlement package based on the [acts 

Edison knew or should have known at the time it entered into the settlements. 

5. If Edison and some o[ the settling bidders did not initiate settlement 

discussions in late 1994, and execute the settlement agreenlents shorll), thereafter; 

further litigation in {edertl1 and state court at that time and immediately 
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following FERCs February 23 Order could have been expensive, complex, and 

lengthy. This settlement package reduced this possibility for all parties which 

could have been involved in such potentiallitigalion. 

6. In assessing the relationship of the amount agreed upon to the risk of 

obtaining the desired result, we beJieve that this settlement package is reasonable 

in light of the risks known to the parties at the tin\(~ the settlen\ents were entered 

into. 

7. The July ACR I'ffognized the value to ratepayers in a package of 

settlements that will eliminate the potential for any litigation flowing front the 

Update proceeding. 

S. \Vhile we do not address ORA's position that the July ACR limited a 

"buyoUt'1 to a bidder's bid preparation or reliance costs with respect to settlement 

packages which were negotiated entirely after the July ACR issued, we do not 

believe that it is appropriate to so limit Edison's settlemelH package because of 

the time during whi ch some of the settlements were negotiated. 

9. We caution that because of the unique Eacts 01 this case, this decision should 

not be used as precedent with respect to the reasonableness of other settlements. 

This is particularly the case with respect to the settlements which SDG&E 

presents to us in A.97-10-081, or any (uture settlements which may be presented 

to us between certain bidders and SDG&E or Pacific Gas and Electric Compan}' 

with respect to their Update solicitations. 

10. It is lil'l'le to conclude Issues dealing with Edison's Update solicitations. 

Conclusions of Law 

1. The t\1ay 28 Ruling should be affirmed in aU respects. 

2. The separate motions of CalWind Resources, Incorporated, \Vindland 

Incorporated, and Zond Systems, Inc., to withdraw their respective pleadings 

should be granted. 
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3. \Ve: (1) find the settlement package as a whole is reasonable and in the 

public interest, and Edison's entering into these settlement agreements prudent; 

(2) authorize fuU recovery, through Edison's TCBA of payments made by Edison 

under these settlement agreements, and pursuant to any power purchase 

agreement entered into pursuant to the option settlements, subject to Edison's 

prudent administration o( the settlement agreements and any power purchase 

agreement resulting front the prudent exercise of an option; and (3) find these 

agreements replace all effective megawatts in Edison's Update solicitation, and 

that these agreerr\ents shall be in lieu of the Update capacity that would have 

otherwise have been awarded to bidders pursuant to Edison's Update 

solid ta lion. 

4. In light of the determinations we make in Conclusion of law Paragraph 3 

above, the limited rehearing ordered in D.94-12-051 should be cancelled with 

respect to Edison and all effective megawatts in Edison's Update solicitation. 

5. The Legislature has clearly delineated that costs associated with a 

Comnlission-approved settlement of the Update are uneconomic costs as set 

(orth in PU Code § 367, and are eligible for recovery as transition costs as more 

specifically set forth in § 367. 

6. \Vhen read together, PU Code § 367(a)(3) and § 381{c){5) and (d) provide 

that 100% of Edison's Commission·approved Update settlement costs are eligible 

(or transition cost recovery through December 31,2001, after which 80% of the 

outstanding balance (if any exists) - up to a total of $90 million - is rtX'overabJe 

through March 31,2002 from funds collected pursuant to § 381 (d). 

7. The priority expressly set out in PU Code § 381, indicates the legislature's 

preference that the Edison Update settlements be funded before the additional 

$75 million is allocated to renewables (i.e., IIfvtoneys remaining after Cully funding 

the provisions of this paragraph (which addresses settlements concerning 
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Edison's Update auction) shall be reallocated [or the purposes of paragraph (3)." 

(PU Code § 381 (c)(5». 

8. Because we wish to resolve issues relating to Edison's Update solicitation 

expeditiously, this decision should be effective immediately. 

ORDER 

IT IS ORDERED that: 

1. The Southern California Edison Company (Edison) Application for 

Approval of its Biennial Resource Plan Update (Update) Settlements is 

reasonable and in the public interest, and is approved. 

2. \Ve: (1) lind the settlement package as a whole is reasonable and in the 

public interest and Edison's entering into these settlement agreements pntdentj 

(2) authorize (ull recovery, through EdisOJ\'s Transition Cost Balancing Account 

of payments made by Edison under these settlement agreements, and pursuant 

to any power purchase agreement entered into pursuant to the option 

settlements, subject to Edison's prudent administration of the settlement 

agreements and any power purchase agreement resulting (rmn the prudent 

exercise of an option; and (3) lind these agreements replace all effective 

megawatts in Edison's Update solicitation, and that these agreenlents shall be in 

lieu of the Update capacity that would have otherwise have been awarded to 

bidders pursuant to Edison's Update solicitation. 

3. In light of the determinations we make in Conclusion of Law Paragraph 2 

above, the limited rehearing ordered in Decision 94-12-051 Is cancelled with 

respect to Edison and all effective megawatts in Edison's Update solicitation. 
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4. The separate motions of CalWind Resources, Incorporatcdl Wind land 

Incorporated, and Zond Syst~ms, Inc., to withdraw their respective pleadings are 

granted. 

5. This proceeding is dosed. 

This order is effective today. 

Dated December 171 1998, at San Francisco, California. 
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